
Category : 
Question

Give me an example of an 
important goal which you had set in 

the past and tell me about your 
success in reaching it

You should focus on the following:

- You should focus on telling the interviewer about the goal

- How you set to achieve the goal

- The action you took to achieve success

- The result of the action that you took.



Category : 
Your Answer

Activities :

- Plan your final answer for 1~2 minutes.

- Get Corrections from Teacher

- Practice and Revise your final answer with your teacher

*Teacher Guide : Write corrections in different color and instruct your student save the draft and practice as an assignment

Write down key expressions or ideas to 
help your answer flow



Category : 
Question

Can you an example of a time that 
you were pleased with your work 
(what happened, what was your 

reaction)

When answering this question, focus on:

• What exactly you did
• The actions you took that led to success
• Why you were pleased with the actions
• What effect did the action have

Avoid:

• Bragging
• Exaggeration



Category : 
Your Answer

Activities :

- Plan your final answer for 1~2 minutes.

- Get Corrections from Teacher

- Practice and Revise your final answer with your teacher

*Teacher Guide : Write corrections in different color and instruct your student save the draft and practice as an assignment

Write down key expressions or ideas to 
help your answer flow



Category : 
Question

Can you give an example of a 
time that you solved a 

problem

How to answer this question:

- Identify the problem

- Clearly explain the method you used to solve the problem

- Why you decided to use the approach

- What the solution to the problem was eventually



Category : 
Your Answer

Activities :

- Plan your final answer for 1~2 minutes.

- Get Corrections from Teacher

- Practice and Revise your final answer with your teacher

*Teacher Guide : Write corrections in different color and instruct your student save the draft and practice as an assignment

Write down key expressions or ideas to 
help your answer flow




